Group Questions for everyone to explore and discuss
1. "What was your initial reaction to the book? Did it hook you immediately, or take some time to
get into?"
2. "Do you think the story was plot-based or character driven?"
3. "What was your favorite quote/passage?"
4. "What made the setting unique or important? Could the story have taken place anywhere?"
5. "Did you pick out any themes throughout the book?"
6. Any "If/then" Questions
7. "How did the characters change throughout the story? How did your opinion of them
change?"
8. "How did the structure of the book affect the story?"
9. "Which character did you relate to the most, and what was it about them that you connected
with?"
10. "How did you feel about the ending? What did you like, what did you not like, and what do
you wish had been different?"
11. "Did the book change your opinion or perspective about anything? Do you feel different now
than you did before you read it?"
12. "If the book were being adapted into a movie, who would you want to see play what parts?"
13. How does the setting figure in the book?
14. How would the book have been different if it had taken place in a different time or place?
15. What are some of the book's themes? How important were they?
16. How are the book's images symbolically significant? Do the images help to develop the plot
or help to define characters?
17. Did the book end the way you expected?
18. At which point of the book were you most engaged?

19. How would you describe the pace of the book?
20. What three words would you use to summarize this book?
21. What, if anything, set this book apart from others you've read in a similar genre?
22. What did you think of the book’s length? If it’s too long, what would you cut? If too short,
what would you add? Was it just right?
23. Would you recommend this book to other readers? To your close friend? Why or why not?
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